These connections have an interest to be studied from the side of the conceptual volume of expression, which are put in relationship from the form, for the respective expression of the conceptual volume, from the widest to the narrowest one, from where three forms of terms get distinguished: base terms, which become the object of this study: base terms (zinxhir, mekanizëm/chain, mechanism)
Introduction
Within a scientific-technical text, as may be noted in a text of the field of Aplied Mechanics (AM) (Alb. Mekanika e Aplikuar (MA)), but also in the formalized way, the terms, by conveying a particular information, enter in relation to each other as well as with units of other types of vocabulary based on the meanings expressed by each of them. The units can create syntagmatic structure, in which the relationships are expressed directly, as, for example, boshti rrotullon (shaft rotates), aksi rrotullohet (axis turns) or aksi mbështetet (axis is supported), rrota rrotullon (wheel rotates) or rrota rrotullohet (wheel turns), but they can also form on the basis of conceptual relations, as, for example, çift (pair) and lidhje (linkage), hallkë (link) and element (element) . On links built between lexical units with each other, different degrees of closeness are revealed, based on the meanings they express. So we have a semantic link of a such a narrow proximity, that they can be seen as internal organic links, wherein the defining element emerges as a feature of the concept of the defined element as, eg, ingranohet in dhëmbi ingranohet (tooth is engaged), shtyn in gunga shtyn (valvolën) 
(cam pushes) (valve), lëkundet in bilancieri lëkundet (rocker swings), rrotullohet in manivela rrotullohet (crankshaft turns), transmeton in boshti transmeton (shaft transmits), boshti rrotullon (shaft rotates), boshti rrotullohet (shaft turns), aksi rrotullohet (axis turns), mbështetet in aksi mbështetet (axis is supported).

Concept Features, Expressed by Defining Unit
In the most general case the features of the concept expressed by the defining unit, become the identifier of the concept itself marked by the respective term. Thus, for example the feature lëkundet (swings, rocks) , reveals the identity of bilancierit (rocker), rrotullon (rotate) and rrotullohet (turns, is rotated) the features of the wheel, etc..
As it is obvious, more direct connection are placed between the terms and the non-terminological textbook vocabulary, within which the features of concepts expressed by the terms are also revealed. In this case we are dealing with internal connections, which are expressed in the constraints of the defining element of connectivity, where it appears that its combining ability is limited to certain terms like rrotullon with: bosht, rrotë, hallkë (Engl. shaft, wheel, link) 
The free connections, in which the term comes with the usual vocabulary. As a general rule, the term is more or less connected with each unit, starting with: është, ka, quhet (is, has, is called).
shaft: "Shaft is shown on the scheme." axis: "Axis is presented." link: "Link is a part of the pair." shaft: "Shaft consists of (is constituted of) the body of pins." axis: "Axis is called a part that does not transmit torsional moment."
Conclusion
Relating to a given text from the presented field a study of the vocabulary can be done where it can be seen as to how these three types of vocabularies enter e relationship with one another. Of course, here the prime position is held by the terminological vocabulary, which can appear formalized through the connections in which the terms enter with one another, while the second position is occupied by the vocabulary that marks the interior features of the concepts marked by the terms, which are of particular importance to present them as part of the definitions. These features can also be derived directly from the text, but they can also be derived in an intuitive manner. These key terms can be derived directly on the basis of their value in the system. Component elements of phrase terms appear as internal connections between them, and as such they should be looked at in relationship to each other. Thus, eg in rrotë e dhëmbëzuar (dentated wheel), the defining element emerges as an internal connection of the defined part, marked from the element: rrotë (wheel). It can also be said for other cases: rrip i dhëmbëzuar (dentated belt) i.e. i dhëmbëzuar (dentated) in relation to: rrip (belt), boshti i dhëmbëzuar (dentated shaft) in relation to: bosht (shaft). This means that the defining elements of the phrase terms should also be given separately, by connecting them always after the defined element.
